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As is customary round these parts, this issue looks back on the conference, with our
bursary winners providing feedback and sharing their experiences from Belfast.
The key points are discussed within; which parallel sessions proved popular, how was
the pre-conference seminar, and who managed to procure a Titanic rubber duck from
their hotel? We also feature a number of photographs and memories from our usual
committee member updates, as well as the latest news.
Other items of interest in this issue include a note on the new interface for the Cardiff
Index to Legal Abbreviations, courtesy of Matthew Davies from Cardiff University.
Emma Manuell discusses her experience of the Legal Foundations Course, and Fiona
Fogden leads us through her working day at Linex Systems.
Sandra Smyth and Anneli Sarkanen offer invaluable research tips and hints by looking
at recent developments on the BIALL How Do I? wiki. This time, accessing BBC
television programmes and hunting down treaties and tribunal cases are on the
agenda.
Of course we also have our regular update looking at the latest developments on
JustCite and Justis.
From our own perspective, we bid a fond farewell to Dean Mason who has been a key
member of the editorial team responsible for your BIALL Newsletter for three years
now. I can speak from personal experience that his input and eye for detail will be
missed by the rest of us. Due to this expertise, we all reserve the right to randomly
e-mail Dean in the future to ask him questions we’ve all forgotten the answers to…
All that remains is for you to revel in the conference memories by reading on, and enjoy
the summer, if and when it ever starts.
Stephen
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President’s Column
It doesn’t feel like five minutes ago that I was accepting the role of President-Elect at
the Newcastle conference. Now here I am a year later writing my first piece for the
newsletter following another successful annual conference.
It was certainly an eventful conference, from the chocolate-making evening organised
by Justis to the first night dinner at the Titanic Belfast. The conference also recognised
the fantastic work law libraries and law librarians across all sectors are doing and was
testament to how valued law librarians are. Now the conference is over the hard work
begins and it looks like I’ll be in for a busy year with the development of the
membership database, the directory of law libraries and the usual everyday BIALL
matters.

James Mullan

It’s at this point that I’d like to thank some individuals. Firstly I’d like to thank our
outgoing President, Susan Scorey, for her achievements and commitment during 201112. These achievements have been many and include the BIALL archives and perhaps
most significantly her work with Ruth Bird, Natasha Choolhun and others on the Legal
Information Literacy Toolkit (LILT). More information on the toolkit is available on the
BIALL website and there will be further updates on the work of this group as the toolkit
is implemented. We haven’t seen the last of Susan though. As Immediate Past
President she will chair the nominations committee and has the sometimes difficult
task of identifying and recruiting new officers and chairs for council, as well as new
members for the BIALL committees.
I’d also like to thank David Wills who steps down as Immediate Past President after a
very successful year recruiting via the nominations committee. David will continue in
his role as editor of Legal Information Management. There are as usual at this time of
year a number of other changes to council and the BIALL committees and I’m
extremely grateful to those members who have contributed so much. Emily Allbon,
Loyita Worley and Susanna Winter step down as Council Members. In their place we
welcome Natasha Choolhun, Lillian Stevenson and Sarah Spells. Sarah Froggatt, David
Percik and Sarah Spells complete their terms of office as BIALL committee chairs.
In their place we welcome Dunstan Speight, Jackie Fishleigh and Jon Beaumont.
I’d like to thank these individuals for taking on their new roles and look forward to
working with them. The BIALL Honorary Treasurer Alden Bowers has also completed his
term of office; he is succeeded by Julie Ferris. Alden will continue in his role as
membership coordinator. Finally I’m looking forward to working with Jas Breslin during
2012-2013 in her role as President-Elect.
As for myself, I have been active in BIALL for some time. My first taste of BIALL
committee work was as an ordinary member of the Legal Information Group. I was
vice-chair and chair of this group for a while before leaving to join the web-committee,
firstly as a member working on the BIALL website upgrade and later as interim chair.
I’m grateful to Marianne Barber for deciding to chair the web committee so I could
concentrate on my council member duties.
My first BIALL conference was Edinburgh in 2004 where I recall I was asked to take
part in a panel session; it now seems that was a sign of things to come. I’m a keen
blogger, tweeter and social media user and I’d encourage you to contact me not just
via email but via these routes if you have anything you’d like to raise with me about
BIALL. BIALL is a fantastic association to work for and to belong to and I’m honoured to
represent BIALL over the next 12 months. I’m looking forward to working with not just
great council and committee chairs but with all of you as well.
James Mullan
BIALL President
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News from Standing Committees
Conference Committee - Reflections from Belfast
John Furlong brings us a selection of photographs from the Belfast
Conference…

John Furlong

As delegates settle for the AGM of the
Association, Susan Scorey and Therese Broy
get ready to run the agenda and field any
questions.

Gillian Watt from the Conference
Committee helps prepare for the
Annual Dinner and Presentation
of Awards on Friday night.

In advance of the "Have Your Say" session,
Natasha Choolhun, Ruth Bird, Nicky Farmer
and James Mullan prepare themselves.

Conference provides an opportunity for
Chairs of the various Committees to meet in
an informal setting. This short meeting took
place on Friday afternoon and included a
photoshoot for all Committee Chairs - watch
out for new portraits on the website and
elsewhere.

The Thursday evening Halsbury Awards
Event at the Titanic Centre proved a great
hit. Not only were the plates in use replicas
of those on the great ship but both the
dessert and starter for the meal were the
same as courses on the original menus
(presumably First Class only!).
As the Conference draws to a
close on Saturday afternoon,
James Mullan concludes
proceedings at the Hastings
Europa hotel.
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Mark Haines and the incoming
President assist with taking down the
BIALL stand in the Exhibition area.

News from Standing Committees - continued
Membership Services Committee
The Committee held their May meeting at the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies in
Russell Square, a location which is about to be transformed into the Media Transport
Hub for the Olympics. Those visiting or working in the IALS Library over the summer will
find the usually tranquil surroundings somewhat more hectic than normal to say the
least!
The Committee was delighted to welcome the then BIALL President, Susan Scorey, to
the meeting along with Alden Bowers, who has joined the Committee as Membership
Co-ordinator.

Lisa Hawksworth

The meeting was mainly concerned with the 2012 Salary Survey. Suggestions for new
questions were discussed along with amendments to existing questions. The survey
was launched at the start of June and was promoted at the Conference as well as via
the usual email routes. Once again this year the survey is entirely online, which will
hopefully encourage a good response rate. Of course the survey is completely secure
and anonymous and the higher the response rate, the more useful the results, so
thank you for your participation.
Gerard Power has done a lot of work on the Information for New Members section of
the website and has recently added a link to information about careers and what a law
librarian actually does (with thanks to Mark Haines from Professional Development
Committee). In his new role as Membership Co-ordinator, Alden Bowers is also putting
together a document on the different types of BIALL membership and the relevant
entitlements, which will be a welcome addition to the site.
By the time you read this the Conference will be a happy memory! However, the May
meeting of MSC is always a final opportunity to discuss the details of the MSC
contribution to the Conference proceedings. Hopefully you will have all taken the
opportunity to ‘Have your Say’ in the annual round table forum – and well done to the
lucky delegate who won the prize draw! New delegates will have had the opportunity to
meet with their buddies thanks to the efforts of Nicky Farmer who organised the Buddy
Scheme, and hopefully those delegates who arrived early and attended the informal
meal on Wednesday night enjoyed a relaxed and convivial start to the Conference.
The next meeting of the Committee is provisionally scheduled (Olympics permitting!) for
Tuesday 14th August, venue TBC.
Lisa Hawksworth
Membership Services Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
PR & Promotions Committee
Conference publicity and press releases
In conjunction with Awards and Bursaries Committee, PR&P has issued press releases
for the BIALL Supplier of the Year Award, the Wallace Breem Award and the Wildy BIALL
Law Librarian of the Year and BIALL Legal Journals Award, as well as a press release
announcing the additional funding offered by BIALL to BAILII. All can be found on the
PR&P area of the BIALL website.

Dissertation prize
We have received one entry for the BIALL Dissertation Award already, so hopefully our
publicity efforts early in the year are beginning to pay off. Entries close on 31st
October.
Ian Hunter

Exhibitions and the BIALL stand
Those of you eager for news of the BIALL Stand will be pleased to know it has made
another appearance, this time at the BIALL Conference in Belfast (see photo). We are
about to complete an order for more promotional items to give away, which will
probably make their first appearance at Online 2012. Stand volunteers will of course
get priority!

Committee news and next meeting
Double congratulations to PR&P Vice-Chair Anneli Sarkanen for being part of the
winning team for the Halsbury’s Award for Best Legal Information Services (Commercial
Sector) London Only, and for being awarded a bursary for the SLA Conference in the
USA in July! The next meeting will be on 18th July at Shearman & Sterling LLP, London.
New members are always welcome.
The BIALL stand

Ian Hunter
Chair, PR and Promotions Committee

Web Committee
These days the BIALL website never stays the same from one day to the next! Postconference there’s always the flurry of activity around updating the officers’ details and
publishing the names and citations for award winners. Daniel Bates has kindly agreed to
take over the co-ordination of the conference pages from James Bisset who has now left
us for non-legal pastures. We wish him well in his new post as Academic Liaison
Librarian (Researcher Support) at Durham University and thank him for his great
contribution to the work of the committee in the relatively short time he was a member.
Otherwise our little band remains the same. Fat Beehive have done some further work to
make the website correct according to “Cookies law” – the main difference being that the
first time a user visits the site they’ll see a banner advising them that the site uses
cookies and directing them to our cookies policy.
Marianne Barber

Our experimental committee meeting using solely Yammer seemed to go well, although
we’re not thinking of abandoning face to face meetings altogether. (If anyone is interested
to know more about it, feel free to contact me at Marianne.barber@lawcol.co.uk).
The next meeting in July will be a teleconference (think there might be something on in
Stratford?) but after that we’re back to a London venue with Fat Beehive’s annual website
“healthcheck” in October. In November our meeting will mainly concentrate on what
needs to be done to support next year’s conference. Meanwhile we welcome
comments/feedback on any aspect of the website and are still on the look-out for guest
bloggers to continue our series of longer posts in the autumn.
Marianne Barber,
Chair, Web Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Professional Development Committee
At the time of writing this update I have only just returned from the BIALL Conference.
It was good to see so many members there, and thanks to those who came up and
said hello at the conference itself and also at the pre-conference seminar; both new
faces and also many familiar characters as well. My special thanks also to those
concerned people who were worried that I might have fallen off of my chair during the
BIALL Annual Dinner on the final evening; in fact it was just a moment of overexcitement when England scored their first goal against Sweden. Euro 2012 will
probably seem like a long time ago by the time you read this.
This newsletter should be going out after our Managing Training Challenges course,
which took place on 17 July at Finers Stephens Innocent. We owe thanks to Hannah
Milford for organising this venue for us, and also are pleased to welcome along our
external speaker Jessica Brown from Sweet & Maxwell.
Mark Haines

Since my last report for the newsletter, the two events which were run during the
Spring subsequently both turned out to be sell-outs; with a full house at both the
Parliamentary Debates on Legislation (Pepper v Hart) course and also the Future of
Copyright seminar. We were pleased to be welcoming back Guy Holborn and Charles
Oppenheim as presenters (both having proven to be very popular speakers at BIALL
events in the past), and also excited to welcome Emily Goodhand (otherwise known as
“copyrightgirl” – well, on Twitter at least), who gave a superb presentation on recent
key copyright cases and the international perspective. Apologies to those who tried to
book places at these seminars but were just too late; I hope that we’ll be able to run
both events again in the not too distant future.
Bookings are currently open for our next Legal Reference Materials course, which takes
place at the Bodleian Library in Oxford on 22 August. We are pleased to have secured
the experienced speakers John Franssen and Ruth Bird this time around, and the date
has been chosen deliberately to avoid a clash with the Olympics, so you won’t have to
miss a single gold medal to attend! A booking form is currently available on the BIALL
website.
A couple of our Committee members are now coming to the end of their tenure, so we
will shortly have vacancies arising on our committee if any BIALL members would be
interested in becoming involved. If you feel that you might fancy this then please feel
free to get in touch for an informal chat about what the role entails. Our next
committee meeting takes place in London during August (date TBC), and of course
observers are always welcome, even if you don’t plan to sign up!
Mark Haines,
Chair, Professional Development Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Publications Committee
This is my first report as Chair of the Committee and I would initially like to take this
opportunity to thank Sarah Spells for her dedication and hard work over the past three
years. People often forget the amount of endeavour that goes into the running of a
Committee and it’s only when you have the pleasure of working with somebody that
you realise the amount of work that they undertake. Hopefully Dean, Barbara, Jasmin,
Stephen, Helen and I will continue to approach our projects with such a high standard.
Thanks also must go to Dean Mason, who will be partaking in his final Newsletter.
However, you will not have heard the last from Dean who will now be Vice-Chair of the
Committee.

Handbook
Jon Beaumont

Sarah will not be disappearing from the Committee straight away and will continue to
work on the 2nd edition of the BIALL Handbook of Legal Information Management.
Publication of this text is scheduled for the end of 2012 / beginning of 2013, so watch
this space.

Careers Leaflet
The BIALL leaflet ‘Pursuing a Career in legal Information’ is now available to download
from our website. We do also have hardcopy versions of the publication available if
BIALL members require these for marketing purposes (library school visits and the
like). Please contact either myself or Ian Hunter, Chair of the PR and Promotions
Committee, if these are required.

Directory
The movement of the Directory of British and Irish law libraries from a hardcopy
publication onto the BIALL website is ongoing. I shall have further news of this
additional membership benefit in the September Newsletter.

Next meeting
The Committee will be meeting shortly before the publication of this Newsletter on
Tuesday 10th July at the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies. We are now slightly thin
on the ground as regards Newsletter editors. So if you are interested in becoming a
member of the Committee (and I haven’t already collared you in Belfast), or would
simply like further details on what the role entails, please do contact me
(jon.beaumont@harveyingram.com).
Jon Beaumont
Chair, Publications Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Awards and Bursaries Committee
The run up to Conference is one of the busiest times for ABC, so my thanks go to my
colleagues on ABC, the Conference Committee and Sovereign for ensuring that
everything relating to awards and bursaries went smoothly.

Awards

Angela Donaldson

Eight awards were made at the Belfast Conference
• Halsbury’s Award for the Best Legal Information Service in the Non-commercial
sector - The Bar Library Belfast
• Halsbury’s Award for the Best Legal Information Service outside London (Commercial
sector) - Addleshaw Goddard
• Halsbury’s Award for the Best London Legal Information Service (Commercial sector)
- FieldFisherWaterhouse
• BIALL Lifetime Membership - Jennefer Aston
• Supplier of the Year Award - 7Side Ltd
• Legal Journals Award - Legal Action
• Wallace Breem Award - Inner Temple Library
• Wildy/BIALL Law Librarian of the Year - Emily Allbon

Bursaries
ABC gave out a total of 12 bursaries, thanks to Council’s generosity:
• Michelle Bond
• Clare Brown
• Jane Carr
• Maura Di Salvo
• Nicky Farmer
• Cynthia Lott
• Robert Mizzi
• Sarah Jane Powell
• Tina Reynolds
• Rosemary Shakespeare
• Roberta Spagnul
• Elaine Wintle
We are also grateful to Sweet & Maxwell for sponsoring Lindsay Robinson, from the
Bodleian Law Library, and to Kluwer Law International for sponsoring Ingeborg van der
Burgt, from Covington & Burling, Brussels.

Committee news
Two members of the committee have stepped down. Judith Lowe, former vice-chair of
ABC has stepped down after many years’ sterling service. As well as many other tasks,
Judith was responsible for organising the Wildy/BIALL Law Librarian of the Year Award,
so whoever takes on that award now will have a tough act to follow. Thanks for all your
hard work Judith, and I hope you have a well-earned rest! Julie Ferris, who has looked
after the Halsbury’s Awards and the Wallace Breem Award, is also stepping down from
ABC - no rest for Julie though, as she is taking on the role of Honorary Treasurer.
Thanks for all you’ve done on the committee and all the best in your new role!
By the time of the next newsletter I hope to be able to introduce you to some new
committee members.
Angela Donaldson
Chair, Awards & Bursaries Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
Legal Information Group
Newsletter lead times mean that this is being written the week after the BIALL
conference. Unusually for me, I didn’t attend this year, but I have heard good things in
the last few days. If you stayed until the end on Saturday, you will have been able to
see the Q&A organised by LIG, with a panel made up of Bloomsbury Professional,
Justis and Kluwer Law International. If so, I hope that you enjoyed it. I’m sure that the
chairing of John Franssen, who kindly volunteered to stand in for me, will have
contributed a considerable amount to its success. I’ve already received the official
answers from one of the panel, so I have every confidence that by the time this is
published, a full report of the event will be available on the LIG page of the BIALL
website. This will include answers to the questions supplied to me by ICLR, who
wanted to take part but were prevented from doing so by their flights, and a special
bonus question that John didn’t have time to ask. So even if you were in the hall, it’s
worth looking at the report.
David Percik

Also on the LIG page of the BIALL website are the full results of the 2012 BIALL
supplier survey. In general, the scores for the suppliers were much tighter at the top,
with more suppliers achieving a rating of “good” (4 or more out of 5) than in previous
years. The award of Supplier of the Year was made at the conference to 7Side, winning
by 0.01. Keen-eyed members may spot that one supplier actually received a maximum
rating of 5 out of 5. However, this supplier was only rated by one respondent to the
survey, and it was felt that under those circumstances giving them the award would not
have been representative of the views of the whole membership. The person who gave
them that rating didn’t actually nominate them as their favourite supplier.
The other big supplier news of the last few weeks is the recent changes at Informa,
with a new managing director and new account reps. At the time of writing, it is too
early for me to provide much reaction to this, but I can confirm that LIG has got in
touch with the new managing director, and will work hard to re-establish proper lines of
communication.
This is my last report to the BIALL newsletter, as I am standing down as chair of LIG
over the summer, after three-and-a-half years. I took over in February 2009 with quite a
few ideas about how to improve relations with suppliers. I don’t think I have managed
to implement all of these, but I hope that I have achieved a few things, and I hope that
you feel I have represented your views accurately over that time. In part I am standing
down in order to focus on preparing for my first full academic year in charge of a
university library, but also because it is important to have someone new take charge of
a committee every so often in order for it to change and develop as it needs to. We are
very lucky that someone has volunteered to become chair who has a lot of experience
both of BIALL and of dealing with suppliers, and who I know has thought about what
issues LIG should be tackling on behalf of the membership. So I am sure that I will be
leaving you and LIG in good hands under the leadership of Jackie Fishleigh, the
information manager at Payne Hicks Beach. I wish her well in the role, and I hope that
she gets as much enjoyment out of it as I have.
David Percik
Chair, Legal Information Group
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News from Justis Publishing
News from Justis
Publishing

So the summer – or what passes for such a season on these chilly islands – seems to
be drawing to a close, or it will be by the time you read this.
Sometimes it’s tempting to ask where all the time has gone. And this year is no
different. But ask what’s been done in that time and it’s quite a different story.
In the last issue we drew your attention to www.justis.com/2012, which provided pithy
and interactive images and text explaining a number of soon-to-be-released new
features on both the rebuilt Justis full-text legal library and the JustCite citator.
Those features – Citations in Context, JustCite Community and our new Admin Zone on
JustCite; and a completely new look, a Super Search Box and vastly improved results
ranking on Justis – have now been live for nearly two healthy months.
If you’re a user, you won’t have failed to notice the improvements. If you’re not, do
familiarise yourself with www.justis.com/2012, which is still live and which we’re going
to use very soon to bring you news of other upcoming developments, and feel free to
take out a trial. Three-day instant-access trials of both services can be obtained at
www.justcite.com/trial.
We’ve also revitalised and re-launched the Justis Irish Cases, which we used as an
excuse to host a huge debate-cum-party in Dublin last month. If you weren’t there –
and to be fair, we only really explicitly invited people in that, well, fair city – you can
watch the videos of four luminaries on the Irish legal scene, including celebrity solicitor,
Gerald Kean, along with solicitor-cum-comedian, Keith Farnan, and our trainer-cumentertainer, David Finch, who gave a demo of the new series, as well as some
highlights of JustCite. The videos are available at www.justis.com/dublindebate.
If you’re unfamiliar with Ireland’s Legal Services Bill and what people think of it, you
won’t be after watching these, and we’re tentatively considering using this get-together
as a template for future events on both side of the Irish Sea, catering for librarians and
practitioners alike. Watch the proverbial for more info.
Oh, and we hope you enjoyed our pre-BIALL chocolate-making party if you could make
it. But on with the show or – to put it less inaccurately – on with some summaries of
other recent developments on JustCite and Justis…

JustCite

Continuing our drive to piece together a network of the whole common law world, we’ve
recently indexed material from two new jurisdictions: Jersey and South Africa.
In the case of Jersey, it’s specifically the Jersey Law Reports and the Jersey Judgments
series that we now index, bringing over 5,000 cases to the citator.
The laws of Jersey have an international appeal, with many cases having a particular
focus on banking, tax, foundations and trusts, and financial services. Influenced by
English and French legal systems, they have their roots in Norman law.
The Jersey Judgments, which are provided by The Jersey Legal Information Board,
contain the judgments published by Jersey’s Royal Court from 1950 to 1984.
The Jersey Law Reports, also from JLIB, cover matters of lasting legal importance from
Jersey’s Royal Court and Court of Appeal from 1985 onwards.
In the case of South Africa, we’re working with SAFLII, bringing around 20,000 cases
from South Africa’s Supreme Court of Appeal and its Constitutional Court, and going
back to 1984 and 1995 respectively.
The laws and legal system of South Africa combine customary, common, and civil law
legal systems and have been influenced by the British and Dutch legal systems; all of
which is grist to the JustCite multijurisdictional mill.
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News from Justis Publishing - continued
Justis

We’re still catching our breath from completely rebuilding Justis, as opposed to the
“add on” work we did for JustCite. But we can say that at the time of writing, the latest
volume of the much anticipated Information Law Reports, which is available in hard
copy as well as online, has just come hot off the press.
Oh, and if you have access to either of the “updates” series of our huge collection of
judgments – England and Wales Civil Appeal Judgments or England and Wales
Criminal Appeal Judgments – we’ve now added cases from the House of Lords and
Supreme Court for free. With 900 cases going back to 1997, this is actually one big
collection of data, so you’ll get all of it regardless of whether you subscribe to the civil
or criminal series. Hope that’s clear!

Events

Representatives from the company will be at AALL in Boston in July, ALLA in
Brisbane in September and IALL in Toronto in October. If you’re representing BIALL
at any of these events or going there for any other reason, do please let us know.
This is particularly relevant for ALLA, for which we plan to host a pre-conference
social event. Usually we promote these only to people in the relevant countries or
whose records indicate that they’ve been involved with those events in the past.
But that leaves out a good few people who wouldn’t get invited but who should be.
You can also sign up for Justis Publishing marketing emails by emailing
communications@justis.com to increase your chances of getting invited to
geographically appropriate events as a matter of course.

Getting the most out of
Justis Publishing

As ever, no-obligation trials are available for all our products, while existing customers
are encouraged to make use of our free face-to-face or remote-access training and
watch our YouTube training videos.
If you want to help shape our products through occasional email exchanges, please
join our electronic focus group by emailing efocusgroup@justis.com.
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Conference Review - Bursary Winners
Our bursary winners have been quizzed on the Belfast Conference,
and have the following thoughts to share...

You’ve negotiated land,
sea and air to get to
Belfast. What was your
overall experience of
the conference, your
accommodation and
the city during your
stay?

Robert Mizzi, Librarian, Ganado & Associates, Malta: My plan was to start this by
boasting about the 1611 miles I had to travel coming over to Belfast all the way from
Malta. During the conference I met Steve from Maryland in the US and Kay and Carole
who travelled all the way from Melbourne, Australia. Fast forward Plan B! I must
confess that I was truly impressed with the organisation of the conference.
The organising committee did a marvellous job in preparing an excellent programme
and everything was up to scratch. The social events were the icing on the cake.
I must also give a thumbs up to Alison Lorrimer and her article in the May Newsletter
about Speed Walking in the City. I arrived on Tuesday night and on Wednesday
morning managed to follow the trail she suggested...without using a map! All
suggested hotels were very close to the main venue and I cannot really find anything
to complain about the one I stayed at.
Tina Reynolds, Senior Information Officer, Drivers Jonas Deloitte: Belfast was a
really nice-looking city. It took a while before we could see the city – the drizzle
stopped much sightseeing – but it was a lovely and friendly place. I found the hotel
comfortable and was very excited by being given a Titanic rubber duck! The
conference was an interesting experience with a good mixture of thought-provoking
talks, hands-on learning and networking.

s
Tina Reynold

Jane Carr, Library and Information Services Assistant, William Fry: Overall I
would have to say that I found the BIALL No Frontiers: Crossing the Borders of
Legal Information conference 2012 to be extremely well-organised, enjoyable and
educational. It was very convenient and comfortable to stay in the hotel where
the conference was held. I didn’t have much of a chance for sight-seeing while in
Belfast but what I did see made an impression, despite the rainy weather!
Elaine Wintle, Information Officer, Blackstone Chambers: First time for me in
Belfast and Northern Ireland so a chance to put aside all the preconceptions
arising from its recent history. I stayed on for the weekend so had the
opportunity to visit Giants Causeway and the Antrim coast in the sun! The
Europa Hotel was very comfortable (lovely soft beds) and the breakfasts were
great –with locally sourced products. And, the fact that I didn’t need to go out
of the hotel to get to the conference was a real bonus on Friday when the
weather was atrocious.

Elaine Wintle
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Rosemary Shakespeare, Freelancer/Self-employed Bar Librarian: No sea,
just land and air, the former – especially at the airport – taking longer than in
the air! I stayed at the Hastings Europa which was great as I could get to
seminars quickly without going outside – outside being rather wet in Belfast.
The hotel was comfortable but the lighting was rather dim. None of the
mirrors in my room allowed me to see my face properly, rather important to
ladies needing to apply ‘maquillage’, and no full length mirror at all! Some of
the seminar rooms were rather dark too, difficult to see notes. I like to take
notes on a notebook PC and it was difficult doing it sitting on a dining chair.
The last conference I attended was at a university where we had seminars
in a lecture theatre and PCs could be put on the ledge in front, even be
plugged in to recharge. The conference itself was amazing, so much to
learn, new people to meet and old acquaintances renewed. I was very
grateful to be able to attend for the first time. I didn’t see much of the city,
but what I did see looked to be thriving.

Conference Review - Bursary Winners
- continued
Roberta Spagnul, Masters Student, Manchester Metropolitan University:
The conference has been a real eye-opener to me. It was not only incredibly well
organised and interesting, but it helped me understand some of the experiences and
the issues I will face in my future career. I met some truly remarkable law librarians as
well as other practitioners in the field and every single one of them was happy to
share their thoughts with me. The conference schedule was very busy, so I did not
spend much time at the hotel, but it was what you’d want from every hotel: quiet,
comfortable and clean. The breakfast tables faced some of the famous Belfast
murals, providing for some early morning art experience. Finally, Belfast: fascinating,
complex and beautiful. I had a chance to explore it a bit more as I prolonged my stay
until Sunday morning. My top recommendations include Queen’s University and the
Botanic Gardens followed by a quick stop at the Ulster Museum, as well as a tour of
the sculptures along the waterfront to catch a sight of Belfast industrial heritage
and modern architecture and art.

ul
Roberta Spagn

Michelle Bond, Student / Careers Information Assistant, Sheffield University /
Sheffield Hallam University: It was my first time at the conference and I really
enjoyed it. I met some really nice people, including my conference “buddy” Alison
Chojna and a number of tweeters. All the sessions were interesting, particularly
the plenary on “what makes an important case?” which rang some bells from my
media degree. As I have no background in law libraries, I could really have done
with the sessions from Saturday being on the Thursday, as they explained a lot to
me about the profession! I stayed at the Days Hotel which was nice and
comfortable, and had breakfast with some other attendees also staying there.
Belfast is a great city – I stayed on for a couple of days after the conference to
explore, including visiting the Linen Hall Library and eating a delicious burrito the
size of my forearm!
Nicky Farmer, Assistant Librarian, Bircham Dyson Bell LLP: The Conference
was a great experience: the speakers were motivating and thought-provoking;
the evening events and exhibition gave me a great chance to network; and at
the end of the night, ahead of an early(ish) start, I really appreciated staying in
one of the Europa’s rooms so I didn’t have far to travel to the next day’s events!
I took the time after the Conference to explore a little more of Northern Ireland
and spent a day on the Antrim Coast, seeing the Giant’s Causeway and the
nine Glens along the way. Ignore Samuel Johnston’s comment on the
Causeway – it was well worth a visit if you get the chance!

Nicky Farmer
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Cynthia Lott, Research Specialist, King & Spalding LLP: The conference
was very interesting: theoretical and relevant. The accommodation was
superb, with a lovely venue and services. It was a great way to meet other
legal professionals; very beneficial.
Maura DiSalvo, graduate, Aberystwyth University: I really enjoyed the
conference – the seminars and dinners were wonderful. I enjoyed what I
saw of the city, although the conference left little time to see much.

Conference Review - Bursary Winners
- continued
The early-starters
amongst you may have
attended the
pre-conference seminar
- what were your
thoughts on this?

Robert Mizzi: This was interesting. Not many of us think about the importance of
having a basic knowledge of finance and how this can help us in our jobs.
Showing financial awareness will undoubtedly be an asset when discussing
budgets for our libraries and dealing with suppliers. Stuart Warner did his best to
deliver the basics in the limited time available and, as he put it, whet our appetite
for more.
Tina Reynolds: The pre-conference seminar was incredibly informative.
I particularly liked the worked examples which helped to ensure we definitely
understood the content of the session.
Elaine Wintle: I didn’t attend the pre-conference seminar and missed the
chance to make chocolates on Wednesday evening!
Rosemary Shakespeare: The pre-conference seminar on finance for law
librarians was immensely helpful. Although I don’t set the budget, I do have to
manage it and this was excellent guidance.

kespeare
Rosemary Sha

What were the
highlights in this year’s
parallel sessions you
attended, and why did
these prove useful?

Nicky Farmer: I was particularly looking forward to the preconference seminar.
Stuart Walker was a knowledgeable speaker with a clear and engaging style
and made what could have been a dry discussion very enjoyable.

Robert Mizzi: I think that the message that came across was that we need to
continuously strive to enrich our bag of skills and not rest on our laurels. The need for
multi-tasking in corporate libraries is more pronounced than in other libraries and this
is exactly what was emphasised by both Richard Gaston during his session on Friday
and also by Sarah Fahy during her plenary session on Saturday morning. I also found
the research being done by Iain Dunbar and Paul Clough quite intriguing.
One of the dilemmas I have to face when attending such conferences is which of the
parallel sessions to choose and I always keep asking myself what is happening
elsewhere.
Tina Reynolds: Richard Gaston’s session was a real highlight as it enabled me to
crystalise some thoughts about the proper role of a librarian in a professional services
firm, to what extent one should align oneself with the teams or groupings within the
firm and how to break the “being so reactive you have time for nothing else” cycle.
The other session that particularly resonated was Jas Breslin’s session on her research
service which I found really interesting in terms of managing an enquiry service.
Jane Carr: I attended four of the parallel sessions. I thought they were all very
enlightening but in particular I found the session: “Taking Even More Fear Out of US
Legal Research” by Alison Shea really engaging for what I would consider a difficult
topic; and I was interested to hear Jas Breslin on the implementation of
“Research@Mofo” for dealing with research queries, to compare this with my own
experience in dealing with queries.
Plenary session highlights for me were “What makes an important case?” by John
Morison; “30 Aussie sites in 30 Minutes” by Kay Tucker and Carole Hinchcliff – very
useful for research on Australian legal information; and “The Business of Law – The
Business of Information” by Sarah Fahy was very useful and relevant for our roles in
the library and information sector today.
Elaine Wintle: The parallel sessions I attended were mainly breathless, cram in as
much information as possible sessions – so I look forward to seeing the slides to take
it all in!
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Conference Review - Bursary Winners
- continued
Rosemary Shakespeare: Having worked in the academic law field I enjoyed Parallel
Session 1A “From Oxford to Williamsburg: the evolution of legal education and law
libraries across the pond.” I was due to attend Parallel Session 3C “Library blogging:
where are all the law librarians?” but it was cancelled, much to my disappointment.
Parallel Session 5B was interesting and informative, although the speakers were hard
to hear, speaking softly and fast. I made copious notes during the sessions I attended
for later use.
Roberta Spagnul: Being able to get a glimpse of the current issues in terms of
communication, management and recent changes which information professionals
face in the corporate environment has been very valuable. Although not a parallel but
a plenary, the fast-paced and well-presented session given by Sarah Fahy of Allen &
Overy outlining the developments in the legal profession and legal information
business was a gem. Likewise the very busy session by Richard Gaston of Addleshaw
Goddard and the one by Sara Batts, Susanna Winter and Jas Breslin, the latter
managing to combine funny anecdotes and useful tips on how to communicate
efficiently within a culturally-diverse international team.

Michelle Bond

Michelle Bond: For me the highlights were sessions where I learned more about law
libraries and what the future potentially holds for law librarians. I enjoyed Jas
Breslin’s session on providing a virtual enquiry service as I felt it had the potential
to be applied across different sectors – a fairly simple idea that was implemented
to good effect. Richard Gaston’s session on the future of business information
research was interesting as he presented a different view of law firm libraries than I
had heard so far. To me the work he described sounded more like a business
school graduate’s job than a law librarians – this just shows how diverse the
profession is, even within a specific sector. The session I probably found most
useful was Dorothy Jones’ “Managing Performance: Managing Discipline” as it
taught me more about being a manager than I felt I’d learned in my management
module at library school this year!
Nicky Farmer: Two sessions stood out in particular - Richard Gaston’s talk on
‘The Future of Business Information Research in Law Libraries’ and Sarah Farhy’s
presentation on ‘The Business of Law – The Business of Information’. Both
confirmed a number of thoughts that have been whirring around my head for
some time now. For me, these two sessions most clearly demonstrated the idea
of information professionals challenging others’ perceptions of us and the need
to continually develop to meet the changing demands of our users.
Cynthia Lott: Learning about changes in the legal sector and the need for
growth, further education, and change; learning about search trails; lessons
learned from others in the industry, their success stories and their methods
utilised to change and grow as a law librarian.
Maura DiSalvo: One of my favourite sessions was Communication, Culture
and Context. It was an interesting topic, and I wish the session could have
been longer. This subject is incredibly relevant to everyone, not only those
working in an international environment, and so I wish we had time for even
more in-depth discussion. I also really enjoyed the Research @ MoFo session
because it showed that their new system increased efficiency while
confirming or promoting the importance of the library team. It would be
interesting to see if this system is transplanted into other law firms.
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Conference Review - Bursary Winners
- continued
Onto the exhibition
and product
demonstrations...how
did you find these? Did
you use them as a
chance for some
serious networking, or
a quick catch-up with
vendors? Did you get
your hands on any of
the prizes on offer?

Robert Mizzi: I was surprised at the amount of vendors that the conference managed
to attract. There was ample time to have a chat with some of the vendors and I will
definitely be following up with some of them. I was fascinated by the range and quality
of services that law libraries have the opportunity to choose from. The cost factor
cannot of course be disregarded, especially for a small library like the one I manage,
so financial awareness will come into handy here. I am sure I will need to put my
negotiating skills to test in the coming weeks as I did drop my business cards in quite a
few stands.
I did not really expect to get my hand on any prizes. After all, I kept telling myself, you
have already benefitted from a bursary!! Well, surprise, surprise - I won a £150 voucher
from one of the main publishers during one of the dinners. It can’t get any better can
it?
Tina Reynolds: I didn’t get any of the big prizes but I was able to get my hands on a
much needed kitchen utensil from PLC! I spent most of the exhibition time drinking
coffee and networking but did find time to catch up with all of the vendors too.
Jane Carr: It was very handy to be able to go and visit the exhibition at any of the
coffee breaks or lunch breaks. I found the exhibition a good chance to speak to the
vendors – to have a quick catch-up, or people could schedule times with vendors if
more time with them was required.
Elaine Wintle: There was plenty of opportunity to have a chat with existing and
potential suppliers and to get refills for my stationery drawer. Cupcakes and cookies
with corporate logos were a nice thought but we were all fed too much/too well to
appreciate them. For 2013 perhaps someone might have a juice bar instead? As for
prizes – unfortunately, none came my way despite dropping my card (several times) at
all stands and getting all the flags on my “passport”.
Rosemary Shakespeare: No prizes, but some useful advice and a few freebies (almost
OD’d on free muffins!) I networked with certain exhibitors and look forward to
interesting results from that. Some of the vendors are well known to me and it was
good to catch up with them. The Justis ‘do’ should be mentioned, held on Wednesday
evening, 13th June. Prosecco and chocolate making – hard to beat!
Roberta Spagnul: No, I didn’t win anything... but I think getting the bursary more than
made up for not winning a voucher! There is always a certain awkwardness at these
types of exhibitions: they want to sell their product, you want to eat the biscuits.
Although I did speak to some of the vendors, I mostly used the time to catch up with
other people and hear about the parallel sessions I didn’t attend.
Michelle Bond: I sadly didn’t get my hands on any prizes, but it was not for lack of
trying to “shut the box” at the Justis stand! I had a wander round the exhibition but
didn’t really chat to anyone – as a student who doesn’t currently work in law
libraries, there wasn’t much I could ask.
Nicky Farmer: The exhibition was a great chance to meet with a new vendor ahead
of our official meeting, as well as catch up with established contacts. Although I
missed out on some amazing prizes, I’m happy to have picked up some vendor
information, a Prenax teddy bear and an assortment of free pens!

Cynthia Lott

Cynthia Lott: Eye-opening. Some I had never heard of before, and I found the
vendors to be informative and helpful, gracious, and willing to answer questions.
Maura DiSalvo: The exhibitions were good, everyone I talked to was friendly.
I did win a £150 voucher from Bloomsbury Books, which is pretty nice, so thanks
to them for giving away such a generous gift.
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Conference Review - Bursary Winners
- continued
Last but not least,
the evening events:
did you hit the
dancefloor or prop up
the bar? Tell all!

Robert Mizzi: As I mentioned earlier, the evening events were the icing on the cake of
a marvellous event. Both were excellently organised and the venue for the first night
was nothing short of spectacular. The second night was really classy and it was
definitely a night to remember as we dragged it on until late at the bar...very late!
I did get to the dancing floor eventually. It was my ‘buddie scheme’ friend Fergal who
insisted I should let go of my wine glass and hit the dancefloor. The DJ was playing
some 80’s music – tunes I could relate to...and so I did, rolling back the years!
I found the whole event so much fun that I am morally convinced that there is a hidden
plan somewhere to get me hooked on to the BIALL conferences. I am already planning
for Glasgow 2013 – see you all there!!

Tina Reynolds: We were last out of the room on both nights, which in conjunction with the Justis chocolate-making and
Prosecco-drinking evening on the Wednesday made for some tired librarians who had stayed up well past their bedtimes!
Jane Carr: I really enjoyed the evening events. The dinner on the first night was excellent and quite an experience to sit in
the room with the Titanic staircase listening to the Belfast String Quartet – certainly a highlight for me. The after-dinner
entertainment on Friday night would have been good for dancing, however I was too tired after the events of the day!
Elaine Wintle: The Titanic Belfast was a great venue for the LexisNexis dinner – though we didn’t have the opportunity to
look round the exhibition. I seem to recall leaving the table when the dancing started and propping up the bar – and then
propping up the bar back at the Europa on our return until the shutters came down on the bar. So a good networking
opportunity!
The annual dinner in the Europa was a somewhat strange event due to the number of people who felt compelled to leave
the table at frequent intervals because of “urgent phone calls”, “need for fresh air”… . Some of those who didn’t leave
the table kept checking their phones. Apparently it was something to do with root vegetables (“Swedes 2 Turnips 3”).
The candle from the sponsors, Sweet & Maxwell, was a lovely present and I just managed to cram it into my bursting at
the seams cabin luggage for my return flight!
The big thrill of the night was that one of my nominations (Inner Temple Library) won the Wallace Breem award (richly
deserved). As a result I just had to retire to the bar to toast the winners with a few Bushmills on ice.
Rosemary Shakespeare: The First Night Dinner at the Titanic, Belfast, was really good. The food was excellent and the
venue could not be faulted. I did hit the dance floor, much to my amazement as I didn’t think I would do so, and had a
marvellous time.
The President’s Reception and BIALL Annual Dinner were most enjoyable. I did not stay to dance, however, as the band
were VERY LOUD! After all the activities of the previous few days, I was happy to retire to my room with a good book.
Roberta Spagnul: Long ago somebody made a funny comment about my dancing skills and since then, I keep away from
the dancefloor. Luckily, there were plenty of chatting opportunities on both nights. The locations were extraordinary, the
food delicious and sometimes unexpected, such as the Waldorf pudding. Who knew raisins could be so interesting?
Overall, a great experience. Thank you BIALL.
Michelle Bond: Both evening events were very enjoyable and gave me a chance to catch
up with my conference buddy as well as meet new people. The food throughout the
conference was delicious, although I’m still not sure what Waldorf pudding is.
I injured my knee a month before the conference so was unable to hit the dancefloor;
I was impressed by everyone’s moves though!
Nicky Farmer: The evening events were a great opportunity to meet other people in a
more relaxing atmosphere. The Titanic Centre was amazing and the string quartet’s
rendition of the Ghostbusters theme tune was a special highlight!

Maura DiSalvo
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Cynthia Lott: What a lovely venue at the Titanic Museum! Truly beautiful, the food was
delicious, company was great. Danced and got to know others – it was a truly wonderful
experience.
Maura DiSalvo: I did attend both the evening events, and enjoyed them a lot. I spent
most of the time after the meals talking to people I met at the conference.

Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki?

Sandra Smythe

Anneli Sarkanen

The How do I? wiki is a collection of useful answers to common and unusual research
questions. Many are answers to questions posted on the Lis-Law email distribution list
so if you do post a question, summarising the results afterwards can help build the
wiki and help share information between us. The wiki is an excellent place to look if
you are stuck on an enquiry or simply don’t know where to start looking.
The wiki is maintained by the PR & Promotions Committee but any BIALL member can
edit the wiki by requesting access which can be done from the wiki homepage.
The wiki is easy to navigate by browsing broad subject headings (Legislation, Company
Information, European Union etc.) or by using the A-Z index. There is also a search
facility in the top right corner of the home screen.

New or updated pages
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BBC programmes - obtaining – This new page has been added giving details of how to
obtain copies of BBC programmes both for litigation and non-litigation purposes with
the information confirmed by the very person in the BBC Litigation team that you would
need to contact! Thanks to Claire Manning of Withers LLP for contributing this
information to the wiki.

Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki? - continued
Treaties

The wiki has also see the addition of two new pages on finding treaties online with
pages on the United Nations Treaty database and the FCO Treaty database. These
pages cover the types of treaties that can be found on each database along with a link
to the databases for easy access.

Updated Pages

The Employment Tribunal cases page joined with the excitement of the BIALL
conference in Belfast with a timely update on how to obtain Northern Irish ET
judgments and the Crown Court page was updated with a reminder that tapes are
destroyed after five years so judgments cannot be obtained after this unless they were
transcribed at the time.
It takes some work keeping on top of the changes happening so we welcome users to
either correct mistakes they come across in the wiki, or to contact a member of the PR
Committee. We have appreciated changes made over the past month or so by BIALL
members and we do hope this continues.
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki? - continued
Wiki page of the month

In each of these segments on the wiki, we will also include a “page of the month” – an
entry on the wiki we’d like to highlight. This month, it’s Company Extensions and
Security Identifiers.
International company searches seem to be a growing area for research enquiries and
it can often be tricky to identify the country the company is listed in if the enquirer
doesn’t know this or the information you can obtain on the company in question.
This wiki page links to a very helpful list of identifiers that can help you determine the
likely countries and gives a brief explanation of what the terms mean.

Statistics, statistics
and more statistics!

Over the past two months, the wiki has had over 1,200 unique visitors, about the
same as the two months prior to that. The majority of these still continue to be new
visitors, which is great news, although one wonders if once a user has deleted their
cookies, and if they return they are classed as a new visitor. This could be a factor in
how this statistic is gathered. The bounce rate is unusually low (5%) for new visitors,
about on a par with returning visitors. This is unusual as previously we’ve reported very
high bounce rates for new visitors.
About the same number of users in this two month period accessed the wiki from a
mobile device, with about half of these being from an iPad.
It has now been three years since the wiki was officially launched at the BIALL
Conference in Manchester in 2009, with Google Analytics being used for site metrics
since July 2010. Since that time, the wiki has had over 8,000 unique visitors, an
average bounce rate of 45%. Search traffic remains to be the highest referrer to the
site (and unsurprisingly Google being the top search engine). Looking at the most
popular search terms used to reach the wiki, none were completely unexpected, except
for the “how do I get into the bailli wiki” which suggests there is a very small number
who are confusing BIALL with BAILII, but still managed to track the wiki down!
The statistics are very useful as they allow the PR Committee to see what is being
accessed and therefore which pages might need to be checked more frequently for
currency. One downside of the statistics is that it records the PR Committee’s access,
so the site visitor count goes up when work is being done on the wiki. Hopefully with
these regular columns in the BIALL Newsletter, the easier it will be to see trends
emerging. And don’t worry if you fear the committee are watching activity too much –
all the statistics are anonymous so we never get identifying information on individuals
viewing the wiki!
Sandra Smythe and Anneli Sarkanen
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Cardiff Index to Legal Abbreviations New Interface
Matthew Davies from Cardiff University outlines the recent
developments to the Cardiff Index to Legal Abbreviations
About the Cardiff Index
to Legal Abbreviations

In June 2003 the Cardiff Index to Legal Abbreviations was launched by my former
colleague Dr Peter Clinch at the BIALL Annual Conference held in Cardiff.
The Cardiff Index offered a new way of finding out the meaning of legal abbreviations
as well as further related information including the jurisdiction of a title, alternative
titles, alternative abbreviations and date coverage for a wide range of law publications.
The Cardiff Index also enabled users to check whether the publication was available in
their choice of academic library.
At the time of the launch the Index contained approximately 3,700 entries for titles
and 7,000 entries for abbreviations drawn from over 130 jurisdictions. Over the
following years thousands more entries were added to the Index - by 2010 the Index
contained 10,500 titles and over 17,400 abbreviations drawn from 298 jurisdictions.
The Cardiff Index was updated by Peter inputting entries into an MS Access file which
was then converted into web format by our colleagues in the Cardiff University Web team.
In 2004 Peter was presented with the Wallace Breem Memorial award for his work on
the Cardiff Index to Legal Abbreviations.
For information on the background and setting up of the Cardiff Index to Legal
Abbreviations take a look at Peter Clinch, ‘The Cardiff Index to legal Abbreviations:
a new way to meet a basic legal research need’ (2003) 3 LIM 2006.

The need for a
new interface

By 2011 the increasing fragility of the software, had resulted in an increasing frequency
of the Cardiff Index falling down and not being publically available. A range of new
improvements to the Index were now also possible as a result of new technology - this
combination of factors triggered the decision to develop a new database and interface
for the Index with the aim of producing an improved Cardiff Index which:
• could be updated by the administrator as and when required, without the need for
the time consuming process that was currently in place.
• was more stable, reducing disruptions to the service.
• provided a cleaner and easier to use interface for users.
• could be more easily accessed and used via mobile devices including smart phones.

The creation of the
new interface

During the summer of 2011, work started on the new version of the Cardiff Index with
the hope of releasing the new version at the beginning of 2012. This work was a team
effort with my colleagues Nick Crane and Karl Herbert from the Cardiff University Web
Team doing the hard work of database and interface design and construction, while I
tested the interface and asked for improvements and changes to be added to the test
version of the Index.
By the beginning of December 2011 a beta version of the new Cardiff Index was
available. I asked my colleagues in the Law Library, Lynn Goodhew and Cathie Jackson
along with our former colleague Peter Clinch, for their feedback on the new interface.
At the same time an email was sent out on Lis-Law asking for expressions of interest
from the wider law library community to experiment with the beta version and
feedback any thoughts and suggestions.
Both my colleagues and those who generously replied to the Lis-Law email provided
invaluable feedback with which Karl, Nick and I were able to produce a greatly
improved version of the beta Cardiff Index. Further testing was then carried out on the
beta Index by myself and my colleagues during the first weeks of 2012 with further
improvements being sent through to be acted upon by Karl and Nick.
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Cardiff Index to Legal Abbreviations
- New Interface - continued
The new interface and
database is released

On Monday 13th February the new version of the Cardiff Index was released and
announced on Lis-Law. Further feedback was welcomed, as we aim to keep on
improving the Index as a result of suggestions from the law library community.
At the same time ongoing work was carried out on the administrative interface for the
Cardiff Index which has recently been completed and now enables me to add and
amend the Index at any time. Since the release of the new version of the Cardiff Index
to Legal Abbreviations over 100 extra titles have been added.

Improvements of the
new interface and the
future

The new Cardiff Index to Legal Abbreviations has now been live for five months and in
that time we have acted on further feedback from the law library community to improve
the new version of the Index.
The new database and interface have successfully achieved the outcomes outlined
above as well as also providing other improvements that were not envisaged at the
start of the process. These additional enhancements include an easier linking facility
to academic institutions’ own catalogues, a Twitter prompt on the Cardiff Index
homepage and on individual records from the Cardiff Index and the offer of both a
‘search by title’ and ‘search by’ abbreviation on the homepage.
Feedback on the release has been encouraging and the database continues to be
used in great numbers worldwide. Since February there have been over 110,000 visits
to the Cardiff Index in over 150 countries.
However, that is not the end of the story. The new Cardiff Index can be amended at any
time I would welcome any suggestions for improvements to the Index in the future as
well as any suggestions for title or abbreviation additions to the Index.
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Legal Foundations Course
Emma Manuell,
Information Services
Manager at
Mills & Reeve,
describes her
experiences of the
Legal Foundations
Course

After completing my MA in Library & Information Studies back in 2001, I’d always
promised myself that never again was I going to undertake any form of formal studying.
However, when I heard about the Legal Foundations Course (LFC) my interest was
caught. Sometimes a lawyer has asked me to carry out research and whilst I had
managed to find what they requested, I had felt that if I’d had a bit more legal
knowledge I may have been able to answer a) more thoroughly, b) more
efficiently/effectively and c) with a slightly less confused look on my face.
The LFC seemed to be the perfect solution. I was attracted by the fact it was structured
with set topics each week but could be completed at my own pace as it was an online
course. We were given around four weeks to complete each module, which generally
took approximately two hours per week. This meant that I was able to juggle the course
with my workload, sometimes completing two or three modules in one week if I had
fallen behind because work and life had got in the way.
I took part in the inaugural online LFC, which began in October 2010. It began with an
optional induction session at the University of Westminster, designed to familiarise us
‘students’ with the structure of the online course, and to give attendees the
opportunity to meet face-to-face with others taking part. I wasn’t able to attend this
induction but a colleague did. He found it useful, but I certainly didn’t feel
disadvantaged by not having gone. For those of us unable to attend, an initial online
induction session was available. I found this helpful as I was not familiar with
Blackboard or studying online (I’m showing my age now!). One aspect I particularly
liked was the message board, through which students could chat about their progress,
seek guidance from others and offer support.

Emma Manuell

The course was a gallop through various aspects of the law. The first three weeks
concentrated on the English legal system before moving on to areas such as contract,
criminal, EU, employment, civil procedure, private client, IP and company law, amongst
others. Some of the modules were more interesting than others, but each had their
merits. It’s quite obvious that a module on criminal law is going to be a bit more juicy
than one on civil procedure!
The teaching itself was conducted through a series of online presentations with the
various tutors opting for different styles. Some chose to show a Powerpoint
presentation with voiceover, whilst others appeared directly on the screen. Occasionally
there were some technical glitches, such as problems with downloading/opening files
because of their size, but the University of Westminster team must be commended for
how quickly these were fixed or alternative solutions offered. Assessment was through
a series of multiple choice questions, either dotted throughout the presentation or at
the end of it. All questions had to be answered correctly to complete the module but,
luckily for me, there was no limit on how many times the test could be taken.
At times, when work was particularly busy and I knew I had a couple of weeks’ worth of
modules to wade through, I questioned why I had started a six month course. However,
I felt a great sense of satisfaction when I had completed it and now proudly display the
Certificate of Completion next to my desk. Eighteen months on from when I finished
the course, I can’t profess that I am now a font of all legal knowledge. However, I feel
that the course gave me a better understanding of the law and more confidence in
dealing with enquiries. I would recommend the LFC to any law librarian wanting to gain
a better understanding of the world of lawyers.
Applications for the 2012/13 course open on 9th July. For further information contact
Lisa Anderson ( l.anderson@bham.ac.uk). Two BIALL bursaries will be available.
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Day in the Life
Fiona Fogden,
Customer Relationship
Manager at Linex
Systems, talks us
through a typical day
at work

After over 15 years as a librarian I made the switch in April 2012 to work for a supplier,
the other two days I either do training or ad-hoc Library work to ‘keep my hand in’,
other days though you might find me enjoying a glass of wine on my patio and not
doing any productive work at all other than providing a lap for my cat to sit upon.
The BIALL editors thought you might like to get the perspective from ‘the other side’
rather than from my patio, so here goes…
I get up in the morning and check my emails. If there is anything urgent I might deal
with it there and then. I am still getting used to having ‘customers’ in a pure sense,
rather than lawyers in an internal environment. Many of these customers are librarians
that I’ve got to know over many years which adds a lovely dimension to my role.
Linex have customers mainly in the UK, US and Australia, and if it is an Australian
customer I may need to reply before they finish for the day. I live in a wonderful suburb
called Petts Wood that gives me a nice easy commute into London and then a stroll up
to bustling and lively Spitalfields where the Linex office is. It is usually about an hour
door to door and I get into the office about 8.30 and make sure all the tools I need are
logged on. When I was a Research librarian those tools would have been Westlaw,
Lexis, PLC, and Outlook. Now it is Webmail, Linex itself, Salesforce (which also
manages our support queries), Skype and WebEx.
I check my emails. Matthew our Director works really hard and has probably been
working late the previous evening and doing some training for some Australian
customers early in the morning; that gives me plenty to be getting on with first thing as
he will pass on things to me to follow-up. We have a new Scottish law firm coming on
board who have signed a contract for 300 alerts. They’ve had a trial but we now need
to get them in a position where a few key people can start setting up all the alerts. I
already have a WebEx booked in with them for this afternoon but need to check their
settings and sort out the logos they’ve just sent through so that they appear in their
alerts and see what other suggestions I can make in the call about tailoring their
service to best suit them.

Fiona Fogden

Other e-mails that come in tell us about what sources our customers are adding and
what new alerts, which helps us understand what activity is going on and provide
support. I have a chat with my colleague Markus about some sources that have just
been submitted by one of the firms that I support. Markus is our expert in tracking the
content.
One of our customers has submitted a query about how best to construct a search on
the Transparency Directive; she only wants updates on the Medicinal products one and
not the Financial services one. A bit of me gets really excited about search queries like
this as it harks back to my Research librarian days; you can take the librarian out of
the Library but you can’t take the librarian out of the person. I make some suggestions
about how she can refine her results and she comes back to me saying that it is
perfect, I feel very pleased.
It is mid-morning and I am off to the offices of one of the clients who have had the
service for a while but want a refresher as they have some new team members.
I spend about an hour in the office listening to what they want to achieve, answering
questions, demonstrating some of the new features.
Back in the office we have a team meeting via Skype over lunch, which joins up with
our team in the US. We talk about various enhancements or feedback customers have
given and add these to our client enhancement area which we review on a periodic
basis. Linex is changing and growing, based on the feedback that customers make.
That is what made me feel a part of Linex well before I joined it as an employee as I
was a customer making the same feedback and saw the changes made and as a
result felt very engaged.
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Day in the Life - continued
It is after lunch. I am taking a look at the alerts page of one of our customers and see
that they’ve got some third party e-mails coming into their account but they are not
fully set up so I give the customer a call and talk them through how to make the best
of the email2Linex facility. It is time for my WebEx training session with our new
Scottish law firm and I spend an hour with them. I follow up with an e-mail answering
questions and summarising what we just went through but before I get to send it see
that they have started creating alerts already and feel very pleased as I obviously
didn’t explain it too badly. There are various other e-mails and questions from
customers, some I have to check with others in the team as I am still very much
learning.
Part of my role is also to liaise with the publishers. The objective of these relationships
is to get better content integration and provide reassurance to the content provider
that our goal is to make life easier for our mutual customers. In the afternoon I sit with
Matthew and go through a beta version of a Westlaw UK API and again revert to
Librarian mode when assessing the interface, what people would like to do with a view
to having it ready for some of customers to start putting in their opinions. It is coming
upto the end of the day.
After being momentarily distracted by the filming for a music video going on on the
roof of the carpark outside my office window I check my diary for tomorrow. I have a
WebEx in the morning with a customer in Bristol so spend some time understanding
the extent of their subscription; what looks like is working well and how things might be
improved, look back at any of their enhancement requests and what we’ve done to
meet any of those and from that can put an agenda of things I hope to cover. I leave
the office about 6pm and walk past all the full wine bars with people spilling into the
street, loving my Linex-Librarianship-wine on the patio mash-up of a career.
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BIALLers in the News
John Eaton
John Eaton, law librarian and associate professor at the E. K. Williams Law Library of
the University of Manitoba, has been awarded the 2012 Association of College and
Research Libraries (ACRL) Law and Political Science Section (LPSS) Marta Lange/CQ
Press Award. John is a member of BIALL and a regular attendee at the BIALL
Conference, and is also the author of Finding English Law: Key Titles for Non-UK
Lawyers and Researchers (Wildy, Simmonds, & Hill) which contributed towards winning
the award.
You may read more on this via this link.

Working as a Legal Librarian
Helen Marshall, Information Officer at Harvey Ingram in Leicester, discusses the
working life of a law librarian in Creative Choices.
The article may be read via this link.

Competition Winner
In the previous BIALL Newsletter we ran a competition ahead of the Belfast
conference, asking the question, “What was the founding name of the Linen Hall
Library?”
Julie Doran, from the University of Gloucestershire, correctly answered that it was the
Belfast Reading Society, and she was first out of the hat to win our prize of a
guidebook to Belfast. Hopefully it came in handy for those inbetween conference
moments! Thanks to all who took part and congratulations to Julie.
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Forthcoming Events
August
22

Legal Reference Materials Course, BIALL, Oxford

September
3
Systematic Reviews for Policy and Practice, IoE, Online
4
Social Media for Organisations: Getting the Basics Right, UKeiG, York
5
Marketing Libraries: strategic & creative communications, CILIP, Durham
6
Records and Document Management in SharePoint, TFPL, London
10
Introduction to Competitive Intelligence Primary Research, TFPL, London
10
The value of cataloguing : CIG conference 2012, CILIP CIG, Sheffield
11
Introduction to business research, TFPL, London
12
Australian Law Librarians Association Conference 2012, ALLA, Brisbane
12
Expert Records Management: Planning and Strategy development, TFPL, London
13
Introduction to knowledge management: a foundation programme, TFPL, London
14
Information architecture in SharePoint 2010, TFPL, London
17
Introduction to Global Private Wealth Management, TFPL, London
18
First practical steps in competitive intelligence for information professionals, TFPL, London
19
Introduction to copyright, TFPL, London
20
LMS Regional Suppliers Showcase, CILIP, Edinburgh
21
Launching, sustaining and measuring communities and virtual networks, TFPL, London
24
Copyright Essentials, ASLIB, London
24
International M-Libraries Conference 2012, M-Libraries, Milton Keynes
25
Copyright Masterclass, ASLIB, London
26
Copyright Policies, Dealing with Infringements, and Risk Management, ASLIB, London
27
Advanced Information Architecture: A Strategic approach, TFPL, London
27
Enquiry Handling by Phone & E-mail, ASLIB, London
28
Exploiting IPR and Other Intangible Assets, ASLIB, London
30 Sept – 4 Oct
29th Annual Course on International Law Librarianship & Conference, IALL, Toronto
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